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LOCALIZATION OF THE ZEROS OF THE PERMANENT

OF A CHARACTERISTIC MATRIX1

p. m. gibson

Abstract. It is shown that many bounds for the eigenvalues

of a complex matrix A are also bounds for the zeros of the permanent

of the characteristic matrix of A.

If A = is an n-square nonnegative matrix, let <$>(A) be the set of all

n-square complex matrices B = (b(j) for which \bu\ — a(j whenever / 5^ j,

and let*F(/l) be the subset of <I>(^) consisting of all B for which \bu\ = au

for all i. This note is based on the following.

Theorem 1.   If A is an n-square nonnegative matrix then

(1) detÄ^O   VBeYiA)   =>  per B j& 0   VB e^A).

Proof. As Camion and Hoffman [4] have shown, if det B 5^ 0 for

every BexY{A), then there exist a permutation matrix P and a non-

singular diagonal matrix D such that PAD is a dominant diagonal matrix.

Brenner [1] has shown that the permanent of a dominant diagonal matrix

is nonzero. Hence, since PBD is dominant diagonal,

per B = (per PBD)(per D)-1 ^0   V5 eT(^).

Consideration of the matrix
"2   1 1"

112 1

1   1 2

shows that the converse of (1) is false.

If A is an n-square matrix then each zero of per (zl — A) is called a

p-root of A. Denote the set of all eigenvalues and the set of all />roots of A

by A(^) and Il(^), respectively. Let d(A) be the diagonal of the matrix A.

An admissible mapping a of a set S of n-square complex matrices is a
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mapping of S into the power set of the complex numbers such that if

A,BeS with 6(A) = d(B) then a (A) = a(B). We have the following.

Theorem 2. If A is an n-square nonnegative matrix and a is an admissible

mapping of <S)(A), then
-

A(B)<=o(B)   VBe®(A)   =>   11(B) <= a{B) VBe$(A%

Proof. Let B = e <$>(A), z $ a(B), and let A' be the n-square

nonnegative matrix obtained from A = (ai}) by replacing each aH by

\z - bu\. Let C eW(A'). Then, since zl - Be *¥(A'), there exists a unitary

diagonal matrix D such that d(DC) = d(zl — B). Hence, there exists

B' e <t>(A) such that d(B') = 6(B) and DC = zl - B'. Since z £ o(B) =

a(B ),

det C = (det D)1 det DC = (det D)-1 det (zl - B') # 0.

Hence, det C ^ 0 for every C e YL4')- Therefore, since z/ - .8 eT(i'),

by Theorem 1, per (zl — B) ^ 0.

Many estimates for the eigenvalues of a matrix have been discovered

(see for example, [2], [5], and their references). It follows from Theorem

2 that many of these are also estimates for the />-roots of the matrix.

For example, we have the following.

Corollary 1. If A = (a{j) is an n-square complex matrix, 0 ^ /> ^ 1,

and

■R(=Xl%fcl>   Ci=][Kil>      i = 1, • • ■ , n,

then each p-root of A lies in at least one of the ovals

{z:\z- au\ \z - %| ^ (^'(W"'},      1 < i < j £ n.

Proof. Let B = (bi}) be an n-square nonnegative matrix with bti =

\ait\ whenever i ^ j. For each D = (di}) e<S>(B), let

o(D) =   U  {z:\z~- 4i \z - 4,1 ̂  (/^(Qc,)*-*}.
1Si<jS«

Using a theorem on eigenvalues due to Ostrowski [6], we have

A(D) <= <r(£>)   VZ> e 0(£).

Hence, since .4 e <J>(5), from Theorem 2, n(^) c cr(^).

Theorem 3. Z.e/ ^ 6e an n-square nonnegative matrix, and let S be a

set of complex numbers. Then

A(B)<=S  VBeW(A)   =>   11(B) c S V5eYC4).
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Proof. Let B eW(A). For each C e <&(A), let a(C) be S or the set of

all complex numbers according to whether ö(C) = ö(B) or (3(C) ö(B).

Now apply Theorem 2 to get U(B) cz a(B) = S.

Let p(A) be the spectral radius of the matrix A. Theorem 3 and a well-

known bound for the eigenvalues of a matrix give the following.

Corollary 2. Let A = (ai}) and B = (Z>i3) be n-square matrices. If

tt is a p-root of A and \üi}\ ^ bufor i,j= 1, • • • , n, then \n\ ^ p(B).

From this corollary we obtain the following result of Brenner and Brualdi

[3].

Corollary 3. If A is an n-square nonnegative matrix and tt is a p-root

of A, then \tt\ 5| p(A).
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